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a Bernoulli Sequence? 
Santosh S. Venkatesh, Member, ZEEE, and Joel Franklin 
Abstract -The maximin problem of the maximization of the 
minimum amount of information that a single bit of memory 
retains about the entire past is investigated. Specifically, a 
random binary sequence of k 1 inputs drawn from a sequence of 
symmetric Bernoulli trials is given. A family of (time dependent, 
deterministic or probabilistic) memory update rules that at each 
epoch produce a new bit (- 1 or 1) of memory depending solely 
on the epoch, the current input, and the current state of memory 
is also given. The problem is to estimate the supremum over all 
possible sequences of update rules of the minimum information 
that the bit of memory at epoch ( n + l )  retains about the 
previous n inputs. Using only elementary techniques we show 
that the maximin covariance between the memory at  epoch 
(n + 1) and past inputs is O(l /n>,  the maximum average covari- 
ance is O(l/n), and the maximin mutual information is fl(l/n2). 
In a consideration of related issues, we also provide an exact 
count of the number of Boolean functions of n variables that 
can be obtained recursively from Boolean functions of two 
variables, discuss extensions and applications of the original 
problem, and indicate lihks with issues in neural computation. 
Index Terms -Bernoulli sequence, Boolean functions, mem- 
ory, covariance, mutual information, neuron, capacity. 
I. A PROBLEM IN INFORMATION STORAGE 
h O S  KOMLOS posed the following problem: Given J a single bit of memory and a random binary sequence 
of inputs, at any epoch in time what is the maximum 
amount of information that the memory can retain about 
the entire binary sequence? 
More precisely, let {X,}:=, be a sequence of symmetric 
Bernoulli trials, with 
- 1 with probability 1/2 
xn=( 1 with probability 1/2. 
Let M,  E I - 1,1} denote the state of a one bit memory at 
epoch n. The memory states are updated by a sequence 
of (possibly random) Boolean functions, f,, of two Boolean 
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variables: M,+ = f,(M,, X,). (The initial memory state, 
M I ,  is arbitrary.) For each n we are required to estimate 
I,= max min E ( M , + , X , ) .  
fl;..,f,, l s k s n  
Is Z, bounded away from zero? Can we identify functions 
f : ;  - a ,  f,* that achieve Z,? 
Komlbs' problem can be generalized in various ways 
with other measures of information used instead of the 
covariance. Specifically, we can consider the determina- 
tion of 
J, = max min Z(Mn+l;X, ) ,  
f,;..,f, l s k s n  
where I ( M ,  + X,) denotes the mutual information of 
M, + and X,. Another measure of (average) information 
about the past that we investigate is 
The following are the main results': 
I, = +), 
J, = a($), 
K ,  = @ (  ;). 
The last result is due to Komlbs, Rejto, and Tusnddy [l] 
who have recently investigated the average covariance, 
K,, in a control problem. In this paper, we show that the 
result holds as a direct consequence of arguments ad- 
duced in the consideration of the maximin problem I,,. 
We also show that the maximum average covariance is 
@(1/6) when we allow update rules with unlimited 
access to past inputs. Specifically, let 9 denote the family 
'On Notation. If {x,}  and {y,} are positive sequences, we denote: 
x ,  = O(y,) if there is a positive constant K such that x ,  /y, < K for all 
n; x ,  = R(y,) if there is a positive constant L such that x ,  /y, > L for 
all n; x ,  = O(y,) If x ,  = O(y,) and x ,  = CNy,); and x ,  - y, if x ,  / 
y n + l  as n+m.  
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of all update rules mapping { - 1,1>" into { - 1 , l ) .  Then 
( n - + m ) .  
1 "  Jz 
f e y n  k - 1  J.rm max - E ( X k f ( X l , ' * ' , X , ) ) - -  
In the proof of the results, it also develops that the 
maximin and average absolute value of covariances is also 
O ( l / n ) ,  with 
1 
and 
If we restrict attention to a reasonable family of 
update rules- monotone symmetric rules -we demon- 
strate, in fact, that maxmin E ( M n + ] X k )  = l / n  and 
maxmin I(IV, ,+~; X k )  N 1/2n2 1112.~ 
In Section 111, we will conclude by looking briefly at 
some related issues. In particular, we will: provide an 
exact count of the number of Boolean functions of n 
variables that can be obtained by a recursive application 
of ( n  - 1 )  Boolean functions of two variables, with the 
variables taken in sequence-there are exactly (0.4)6n + 
1.6 such Boolean functions-examine extensions of the 
results and raise some open questions when more than 
one bit of memory is available; and link these results with 
issues in information storage in neural networks. 
11. INFORMATION BOUNDS 
A. Probabilistic Rules 
In the most general setting the update rules, M k + l  = 
f k ( M k ,  X k ) ,  are probabilistic and can be characterized in 
terms of probabilities conditioned upon the epoch, k ,  the 
current state of memory, M k ,  and the current input, xk, 
as follows: if Mk = i E { - 1 , 1 )  and X ,  = j E { - 1 , 1 } ,  then 
set 
- Mk 
Mk 
with probability p k (  i ,  j )  , 
with probability j j k (  i, j )  = 1 - Pk( i, j ) .  r M k + l  = 
Alternatively, 
pk( i ,  j )  = P(Mk+ 1 = - i(Mk = i 9 Xk = j } ,  
j j k ( i , j )  = P { M k + l  = ilMk = i , X k  = j } .  
Each update rule, f k ,  can hence be defined by four 
(ifidependently specifiable) probabilities, Pk( - 1,  - 11, 
I ) k (  - 1 , 1 ) ,  P k ( 1 ,  - 11, and p k ( l , l ) ,  each of which repre- 
sents the probability, given the epoch, and current values 
of memory and input, that the memory update results in a 
change of sign of memory. 
We define the family of monotone symmetric update 
rules to be update rules satisfying: pJ(- 1 ,  - 1 )  = ~ ~ ( 1 ,  1) 
*We conjecture, in fact, that maxmin E(M,+*Xk) = l / n  and 
maxmin I ( M n + l ; X k )  - 1/2n2 1112, with the maximum being taken over 
all functions f1; .,f,,. This is not true for absolute values of covari- 
ances. However, J. Komlds has recently communicated a construction to 
us that demonstrates maxmin J E ( M , + , X , ) J  > l / n .  
= 0, and pJ(- 1 , l )  = p , ( l ,  - 11, j 2 1 .  The first of the two 
symmetry requirements, in particular, enforces no change 
in memory state if the current input agrees with the 
current state of memory-an intuitively appealing proce- 
dure. 
We first evaluate the unconditional probabilities 
wk ' P{ h f k  = I }  7 
wk ' P{Mk = - 1 ) .  - 
(Clearly, Wk = 1 - wk; we introduce the additional nota- 
tion for later convenience.) Let us assume, without loss of 
generality, that we generate the initial value of the mem- 
ory, MI, by flipping a fair coin.3 Hence, w 1  = W 1  = 1 / 2 .  
For j L 1 ,  define 
4, ii P,( - 1 ,  - 1 )  + P,( - 1 7 1 )  + P,( 1 ,  - 1 )  + P,( 1 9 1 ) .  ( 4 )  
~ o ( - l , - l ) = ~ o ( - l , l ) = p o ( l , - l ) = p o ( l , l ) = l / 2 .  
For convenience, let us also define 
Assertion 1: For k = 0,1, . . , the unconditional proba- 
bilities for the state of the memory at epoch k + 1 are 
given by 
k 1  k 
w k + l =  z [ P ~ ( - ' , - ~ ) + P , ( - l , l ) ]  1 = 1 + l  n ( l - : ) ?  
r = O  
( 5 )  
k 1  k 
W k + l =  c y [ P t ( W + P A 1 , - 1 ) ]  J = 1 + 1  n ( 1 - 2 ) .  ( 6 )  
r = O  
Proof: We can obtain the following recursion by not- 
ing that W k  = 1 - wk. 
The result can now be established by induction. 0 
Remark: We adopt the convention ns=,(.) = 1 if r > s. 
3The initial choice of memory bit can have no information about the 
data sequence to come. The obvious optimal procedure would be to 
choose the update rule M2 = f , (M, ,  X , )  = X,.  
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Proof: To prove the assertion we use double induc- 
tion on k and n. 
Ease: For every choice of n 2 1 and k = it, we have 
w 
P(M"+,  = X,} = $[l- P,( -1, -1) +P,( - 1,1)] 
+ -2 w [p,,(l, - 1) + 1 - P , ( W I  
2 
= -[1+ 1 4"]. 
2 
Inductive Hypothesis: Assume that for some choice of n 
and k < n, we have 
Now consider 
P{M,+, = X k  = 1)  
= P { M , + , = l , M , = l , X k = l }  
+ P{M,,+, = 1, M, = - 1 ,  x k  = 1)  
= P( M,,, = lIMn = 1, Xk = l ) P {  M, = 1, X k  = 1)  
+ P( M,, = l ( M n  = - 1, X k  = l ) P { M ,  = - 1, X k  = 1) .  
(10) 
Now, given M,, the random variable M,,,, is condition- 
ally independent of the random variable X,. Hence, 
p[Mn+l  = lIMn = 1,Xk = 1) 
= PIMn+I = 1IM" = 1) 
1 
2 
= - [ 1 - P n ( l ,  - 1 ) + 1 - P n p , q ] .  (11) 
We now claim that 
In fact, we have 
2 l i  P( Xk = 1) 1 ' P{ M" = 1, Xk = 1) = -  1- 
so that (13) follows. Substituting the results of (11)-(13) in 
(lo), we obtain 
1 
P{ h f n  + 1 = xk = 1) = 2 [ Pa( - 1, - 1) f Pn( - 1 , I ) ]  
+ 1-- P ( M , = X , = l ) .  i Y 
An entirely analogous procedure yields 
1 
4 
P( M,  + 1 = x, = - 1) = - [ P"( 1 7 1) + PA 1 7 - 1) I 
1597 
Combining the two results gives 
p('~+! = xk) 
= P(M"+,  = x, = 1) + P(M"+,  = x, = - I}  
The base of the induction argument establishes the first 
part of the assertion, (a), for k = n ,  and the inductive 
hypothesis completes the induction for k < n. Equation 
(9) follows trivially from the observation that P { M ,  + = 
- x k )  = 1 - p(Md.1 x,}. 0 
Assertion 3: For n 2 1 and 1 I k I n, 
p (  M,+ 1 = Xk = 1)  
w k  1 
= - + - [ W k p k ( l ,  - l ) - w k p k (  -1 ,  - 1 ) ]  
2 2  j = k + l  
P{ M,, + = - 1,  X k  = 1) 
P{ M,, + = 1, X ,  = - 1)  
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Proof: These results can be verified, as in Assertion 
Remark: The previous identities simplify considerably 
for the family of monotone symmetric update rules; in 
particular, update rules governed by probabilities of the 
form p j ( - l , - l ) = p , ( l , l ) = O ,  and p j ( - l , l ) = p , ( l , - l )  
=p, ,  j 2 l .  Substituting in (4)-(7) we have $k = 2 p k ,  
wk = 55, = 1 /2 ,  and 4k = pk,  for k 2 1. Substituting these 
relations in the above expressions, we have 
2, by induction. 0 
P{ M,+, = X k  = I }  = P{ M,,, = X k  = - 1 )  
i r  n 1 
and 
P{ M,,, = 1 ,  X k  = - 1 )  = P{ M,+, = - 1 ,  X k  = I }  
i r  n 1 
B. Maximin Covariance 
A direct application of (8) and (9) yields the following 
Assertion 4: For any choice of positive integers n and k 
general result. 
with 1 I k I n,  
where $j and 4 k  are given by (4) and (71, respectively. 
Some examples may serve to fix the result. 
Example - Follow the Leader: Consider the choice of 
rule M j + ,  = Xi,  j 2 1 ,  corresponding to the selection 
p j (  - 1 ,  - 1 )  = P j ( l , l )  = 0, 
p j (  - 1,l) = pi( 1 ,  - 1 )  = 1. 
From the defining equation (41, we clearly have (G;. = 2 for 
every j 2 1 .  Applying (5 )  and (61, we have the uncondi- 
tional probabilities of the state of the memory given by 
U,+ = z k  = 1 / 2 ,  so that applying (7) we have +k = 1 .  Hence, 
0, i f l s k s n - 1 ,  
E ( M n + l X k )  = { 1 , i f k = n ,  
in agreement with the intuitive result. Consequently, 
min, .E(Mn+ X,) = 0. 
Example - Parity: Consider the sequence of update 
rules which, at any epoch n, set M n + ,  = 1 iff an odd 
number of the random variables, X,, * e ,  X,, have taken 
on the value 1. The update rules determining M,  and 
&Ik+,, k 2 2 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The probabilities 
corresponding to the update rules are, hence, 
PI( - 1 ,  - 1 )  = PI( 1 , 1 )  = 0, 
P , ( - L 1 ) = P , ( 1 , - 1 )  = I ,  
when k = 1 ,  and 
Pk( - - l )  =Pk(  - l )  = O, 
Pk( - 1 , 1 )  = Pk( 1 , 1 )  = 1 ,  k 2 2 .  
+++ - 1  
Fig. 1. Odd parity update for M,. 
+ 1 - 1  
Fig. 2. Odd parity update for Mk + 
Evaluating the various parameters we obtain 
$ , = 2 ,  j z l ,  
= 1 / 2 ,  k 2 1 ,  
k 2 1 ,  iijk = 1 / 2 ,  
if k = l ,  ' . = ( : :  if k 2 2 .  
Substituting these into (16) yields 
E ( M , + , X k )  = 0, k = 1 , .  * * , n .  
For n 2 1, this again yields mink <,,E(Mn+lXk) = 0. 
These examples illustrate that it suffices, hence, to 
restrict attention to update rules that yield nonnegative 
covariances, E(M,+ l X k ) ,  for euery k I n. The following 
example illustrates that a nonzero covariance can, in fact, 
be obtained between a memory and every past input using 
a purely deterministic sequence of update rules. 
Example -Unbroken Runs: Consider the sequence of 
update rules which store a 1 in the memory iff there has 
been an unbroken run of inputs taking the value 1 .  The 
update rules determining M ,  and Mkfl, k 2 2 are shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The probabilities corresponding to the 
update rules are, hence, 
PI( - 1, - 1) =PI(  191) = 0, 
PI( - L 1 ) = P I ( L - 1 ) = 1 ,  
when k = 1 ,  and 
P k ( - l ,  - l ) = P k ( - l , l ) = P , ( l , l ) = o ,  
Pk( 1 ,  - 1 )  = 1 ,  k 2 2 .  
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Fig. 3. Unbroken run update for M,. 
specifically, we do not change the current state of the 
memory if the current input matches the sign of the 
memory, and change the state of the memory probabilisti- 
cally (but with increasing reluctance) in case of a mis- 
match in signs. Estimating the various parameters gives 
* . = -  j 2  1, 
2 
I j '  
+++ - 1  Substituting in (16) yields E(Mn+lXk) = l / n  for k I n. It, hence, follows that, in fact, mink snE(Mn+,Xk) = l / n .  Theorem I:  For every positive integer n, 
1 2 
- I  max min B(M,+,X,)<- .  (17) 
Iz fl,...,f, I k s n  
Proof: The lower bound of l / n  follows immediately 
from the construction of the harmonic update rule in the 
last example. For k i 1 let us define 
Fig. 4. Unbroken run update for M k + , .  
$k = l 4 k l 7  ( 18) 
Evaluating the various parameters we obtain 
if k = 1, 
, if k 2 2 ,  
Substituting these into (16) yields 
Hence, mink.,B(M,+,Xk)=2-"+' for n i l .  
While the minimum covariance in the above example is 
nonzero, it is still exponentially small. To obtain some- 
what larger minimum covariances we resort to probabilis- 
tic update rules. 
Example- Harmonic Updates: For each k i 1 we pre- 
scribe the update rule fk  by setting p,( - 1, - 1) = pk( l ,  1) 
= 0 and pk(- 1,l) = Pk(1, - 1) = 1/ k.  This is equivalent 
to the following prescription: 
1) if x k  = Mk, then Set Mk+l = Mk; 
2) if x k  # Mk, then Set 
Note that 0 I $k I 4, so that th? definition above achieves 
a sort of "normalization": 0 5 lCrk I 1. An immediate con- 
sequence of the definition is the equality 
- Mk, with probability 1/ k = 2 J k ,  i f 2 < * , < 4 .  
Mk , with probability 1 - 1/ k ; This proves the claim. M k + l =  
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Now consider (16). From the definitions (18) and (19), this is already impossible as can be verified from (5)-(7), 
0 
Remarks: In this proof, we used the bound c$k I 2 $ k  
valid for every k.  This is, however, not the tightest possi- 
ble as we saw above; in particular, the bound is not 
achievable when the best results (the b p n d  of 2/ n )  are 
= " j = k + l  ( l -  ''1 ' 2 ik  j = k + l  ( l -  ' j ) '  (20) obtained for the choice of parameters, Gk = l / k .  A more 
the "normalization" of $ k ,  and the claim, and (18). Hence, maxmin E(Mn+,Xk) < 2 / n .  
E(Mn+lXk) I l 4 k l  l!i 1 1 -  21 
j = k + l  
n n 
careful analysis should see improvement in the upper 
bound. (In particular, the harmonic update rule is a 
Dersuasive candidate for being, in fact, the optimal up- 
To establish the validity of the upper bound in (17) we 
begin by showing that 
n 1 date rule. If true, this would imply, of course, that 
Note also that the proof yields the following stronger 
result: the Same maximin bounds hold for the absolute 
value of the covariances, viz., 
max min $k n ( I -  G j )  I n. , j , , . . . , , jn  l s k i n  j = k + l  maxmin E(Mn+,Xk) = l / n J  
(Here the variables, $], take values in the closed interval 
[O, 11, as previously noted.) For notational simplicity, de- 
note 
1 
n 
F k = $ k  n ( I - $ ] )  ( 1 S k I n ) .  (21) 
j = k + l  
Consider first the choice = l / j  for each j .  Direct 
substitution yields that Fk = l / n  for each k, = 1,. * ., n. 
Hence, m i n k S n F k = l / n  for this choice of $]. We now 
claim that we ca?, without loss of generality, consider 
only choces 1 2 2 l / j  for each value of j .  To see this, 
assume q!tl < 1 /  j for some choices of j I n. pt k be the 
lnargest such j .  We then !ave n:=k+l(l- I k / n  as 
1+!1]2l/j for j > k ,  and $ k < l / k .  Hence, mink,,Fk< 
l / n  if there is any j _< n for which (GI < l / j .  
We will now show that, in fact, maxmin Fk = l / n ,  yith 
the maximum achieved, as just seen, for the choice, = 
l / j ,  for each j .  By the result just shown, without loss o,f 
generality, for each j we need consider only choices for 
in the closed interval [ l / j ,  11. Now consider 
C. Maximin Mutual Information 
Now consider the problem (2). Here the maximin prob- 
lem is to maximize the mutual information between past 
inputs and the current memory state. In order to evaluate 
the mutual information, Z(Mn + X,), for a general family 
of update rules, in general, we have recourse to Assertion 
3. We obtain the lower bound below for J,, by maximizing 
the minimum mutual information over a restricted set of 
update rules where the probabilities derived in Assertion 
3 are somewhat more manageable. 
Theorem 2: 
max min z ( M ~ + ~ ; x ~ )  = a ( n P 2 )  
fl;..,f, l s k s n  
( n  +m). 
n 
More specifically, 
~ 1 =  $1 j = 2  KI (1-  & j ) .  1 
fl;..,f, max l s k s n  min Z ( M n + l ; X k ) 2 - - -  2n21n2 ++4) 
For each j ,  we, have l / j  I $j I 1, and in particular, for 
j = 1 we have q!tl = 14. Hence, we must necessarily obtain 
F, < l / n ,  and coFsequently minklnFk < l / n ,  if there 
exists any j with $j > l / j .  
(20) and (21) we, then, have 
( n + m ) .  
Proof: Let us restrict attention to the family of 
monotone SJ"metriC update rules: Pi( -  1 ,  - 1) = pj(l ,1) = 
0, and pi( - 1 , l )  = p j ( l ,  - 1 )  = pi, j 2 1. For simplicity let 
us denote 
We have, hence, shown that maxmin Fk = l / n .  From 
max min E ( M n + I X k )  n 
zk=Pk n ( l - p j ) .  f,;..,f, l s k s n  
n 2 j = k + l  
- < 4 ,,..., 4" 1 5 k s n  " j = k + l  ( l -  ''1 = n ' From (14) and (15) we then have 
1 
4 
To complete the proof, we need to show that the upper P( Mn+l = x k  = 1 )  = P( Mn+ 1 = xk = - 1 )  = -( 1 + z k )  9 
bound 2 / n  is strict. To see this, note that mFmin Fk = 
l / n  is achieved only for the unique choice of I,!J~ = l / j  for 
each j I n. An examination of the bounding technique 
used in deriving the bound of equation (20) shows that a 
necessary conditio? for :he upper bound in (17) to be 
realizable is that c$j = 2$j = 2 / j  for each j .  But for j = 1 
and 
P( M, + 1 1 ,  xk = - I} = P( M, + 1 = - 1, xk = 1)  
1 
= z( 1 - zk). 
Noting that for the class of monotone symmetric up- 
values - 1 and 1 with equal probability 1/2, we have the 
41n fact, the variable $, appears only in the expression for F,  where it 
appears as a product term. We can then maximize the value of F, date the r.v*7s Mn + 1 are symmetric, and take On the 
without affecting any of the other Fk's by setting JI1 = 1. 
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following expression for the conditional uncertainty of X ,  
given M,,,,: 
1 1 
2 2 H(XkIM,+l)  = - - ( l +  z k )  log2 - ( I  + z k )  
1 1 
l + z  
= h(  ), 
where h is the binary entropy function 
h( y) = - yl0g2 y - ( I -  y)log2(1- y) ,  01 y I 1. 
(As usual, we define OlogO = 0.1 Hence, 
I( Mn+ 1; x k )  = H (  xk) - ff( Xklhf, + 1) = 1 - h ( T) 1 
By the same inductive argument used in establishing the 
upper bound for Theorem 1 we obtain that mink S n Z k  is 
maximized among the class of monotone symmetric up- 
date rules for the unique choice of the harmonic update 
rule: p j = l / j  for each j .  For this choice of update rule 
we have 
Using the monotone decreasing property of h ( y )  for 
1 / 2  I y I 1 we have that mink I n  Z(Mn+,; x k }  is also 
maximized among the class of monotone symmetric up- 
date rules for the harmonic update rule. This estimate 
forms a useful lower bound for J, = maxmin I ( M ,  + 1 ;  X k ) .  
Hence, 
max min Z ( M n + , ; X k ) ~ l - h  
f l ; . . . f n  l s k s n  
The Taylor series expansion for ln(1 + y ) ,  IyI < 1 yields 
the required asymptotic form in the statement of the 
theorem. 0 
Remarks: A general examination of J,  over all possible 
update rules using the results of Assertion 3 appears 
somewhat difficult in view of the lack of symmetry in the 
various probabilities. A reasonable candidate hypothesis 
may be that it suffices to consider only monotone symmet- 
ric rules-pk( - 1, - 1) = p k ( l ,  1) = 0 and pk( - 1,l) = 
p k ( l ,  - 1)= p k  for each k 2 1 .  (If true this would, of 
course, yield the estimate J,, - 1 /2n2  1112.) As noted ear- 
lier, this enforces symmetry and the intuitively appealing 
procedure of effecting no change in memory state if the 
current input agrees with the current state of memory. 
While it is relatively easy to show that we can, without 
loss of generality, set p,( - 1 ,  - 1) = p n ( l , l )  = 0, the proof 
does not seem to extend simply to all pk( -  1 ,  - 1 )  and 
P k ( 1 ,  1).  
D. Maximum Average Covariance 
J. Koml6s has recently communicated to us results of 
joint work with L. Rejto and G. Tusnhdy on the maximal 
expected payoff of a finite automaton with binary inputs 
[l]. Their results include the estimate O ( l / n )  for the 
maximal average covariance, K,, which they obtain using 
conditioning on inputs coupled with an inductive argu- 
ment. We show this estimate here as an (almost) direct 
consequence of the proof of Theorem 1 .  
Theorem 3: For every positive integer n,  
Proof: The lower bound follows from the lower bound 
for I,,. Now consider (21). Writing Fk = Fk," explicitly as a 
function of n, we have 
Recal! from equation (19) that 0 I Gj I 1 for every j ,  and 
that $j depends solely on j and not on n. Now form the 
sequence of sums, {SJ, by setting 
n 
s,= Fk," ( n 2 1 ) .  
k = l  
Noting that 
Fk, Fk, - 1 ( 1  - $ n ) ,  if 1 I k I n - 1 ,  
we have 
S n  = (1- $n)Sn-l+ $n' 
As 0 I S, = $, I 1 , an easy inductive argument shows that 
S, is an iteration of convex combinations of numbers less 
than one, so that S , I ~ .  From (20) and the concluding 
remarks of the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
E ( M n + l X k )  < 2 F k , n ,  
so that 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remarks: In fact, this convex combination argument 
can be used in lieu of the argument presented in the 
proof of Theorem 1. Note also that the bound of (20) is 
easily improved to l,?%hfn+lxk)l < 2Fk,,. The proof of 
Theorem 3 then yields the stronger result 
Substantial improvements in the maximum average co- 
variance may be obtained if memory updates are allowed 
access to all past inputs (and not just the last input). Let 
.F denote the family of all (probabilistic) functions map- 
ping { - 1,1}" into { - 1 ,  l}. 
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Theorem 4: For every positive integer n, 
1 "  
1 n  
Proof: The first inequality is immediate. Now, for any 
f E F, we have 
S E  Ex,, 
1 k ; l  1 
(as f ( X , ,  . . . , X,)  E ( - 1, l}), with equality if f is chosen 
to be the majority function: for any choice of Boolean 
variables xl,. * . , x ,  E { - 1,1} let Nf denote the number 
of variables, xi, that take the value + 1, and let N -  = n - 
N +  denote the number of variables, x j ,  that take the 
value - 1; we define the majority function, f M ( x I , .  ., x,), 
bY 
Let us denote by S ,  the random walk 
n 
s,= xk. 
k = l  
We then have 
1 
= - E (  IS,I) 
with the last equality following by the application of 
standard binomial identities. An application of Stirling's 
0 
The average covariance cannot, hence, exceed the or- 
der of l/& even if we allow (binary) update rules with 
unlimited access to past history. 
formula now yields the required result. 
111. RELATED ISSUES 
Thus far, we have been mainly concerned with update 
rules with two Boolean arguments and producing one 
Boolean variable. The state of memory at epoch n + 1 is, 
hence, a Boolean function of n Boolean variables (the 
inputs, X I , .  * . , X,) taken in sequence and passed through 
a cascade of Boolean functions of two Boolean variables. 
A natural question that arises is how many deterministic 
Boolean functions of n variables can be constructed in 
this fashion out of the total of 22n Boolean functions of n 
variables? 
Let g k :  ( - 1, 1}2 + { - 1, l}, k r 2 denote a sequence of 
(deterministic) Boolean functions of two Boolean vari- 
ables. We recursively form a sequence of Boolean func- 
tions of k Boolean variables, f k :  ( - 1, l}k --f { - 1, l}, for 
k 2 2, as follows: 
f z ( X 1 3 X 2 )  = S 2 ( X l , X 2 ) 7  
f k (  7 .  ' ' , xk - 1 9 X k )  = gk( f k  - 1( ' * . 7 xk - 1) 9 x k )  
( k r 3 ) .  
Let F k  denote the family of all (deterministic) Boolean 
functions of k Boolean variables, f k ,  constructed recur- 
sively, for every choice of functions g,. 
Theorem 5: 
2 8  
5 5  l z I = - 6 " + - ,  n r 2 .  
Remark: In fact, it is easy to see that 2"11%1 116". 
Clearly, this count falls far short of the 22" possible 
Boolean functions of n Boolean variables. 
Proofi The demonstration is inductive in nature. For 
n = 2 we clearly have 
lF21 = 16, 
as there are 24 Boolean functions of two Boolean vari- 
ables. Now, for n r 3  we claim the following recursion 
holds: 
1%1=4+12( y-1) =61z-,1-8. 
To establish this it is helpful to consider the table of all 16 
Boolean functions of two Boolean variables, X and Y ,  
illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that two of the possible func- 
tions (the first row) are the constant functions, which 
depend on neither X nor Y ,  and that two more functions 
(the second row) depend only on X and not on Y. All the 
remaining 12 functions depend explicitly on Y. Let us call 
a set of Boolean functions independent if no function in 
the set is the complement of another function in the set. 
Now, by symmetry, the complement of every function in 
is also in E-].  Hence, we can find a maximal set 
of lE-11/2 independent functions in E-  1. Clearly, one 
of these functions is the constant function so that there 
are 1%-]1/2-1 functions in a maximal set of indepen- 
dent functions in %-1 which depend explicitly on one or 
more of the variables X , ,  . . . , X ,  - 1. 
Now consider functions, g,(f,- ,(X1,- * ., X,- 1), X,). 
Let us identify with X ,  the variable X and with 
~ 
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-1 
X 
Y 
- 
- 
X V U  
X V Y  
x v u  
X V Y  
( X  A T ) v ( X  A Y )  
Fig. 5. A tabulation of the 16 possible Boolean functions of two 
Boolean variables, X E { -  I, I)  and Y E (-  1, l}. The first column enu- 
merates a set of eight distinct Boolean functions of these two variables, 
none of which is a complement of another function in the column. The 
second column lists the complements of the functions listed in the first 
column; Leach row gives a function and its complement.) We use the 
notation to denote complement (logical NOT), A to denote conjunc- 
tion (logical AND), and V to denote disjunction (logical OR). 
fn - l (X , , .  . ., X, - l )  the variable Y in the table of Boolean 
functions of two Boolean variables. Each of the indepen- 
dent, nonconstant functions, Y ,  in yields 12 distinct 
functions depending explicitly on Y in E ,  as can be 
verified from Fig. 5. (By symmetry, the complement, r, of 
each independent, nonconstant function Y in E-  yields 
the same set of 12 distinct functions as does Y.) There 
are, hence, 12(l~.-11/2-  1) distinct functions in 5 that 
depend explicitly on one or more of the variables 
X I ,  a ,  X ,  - ,. Adding in the four functions-the two con- 
stant fu_nctions, and the functions returning the values X, 
and X,,-which are independent of the variables 
0 
A natural extension to the maximin problem is to 
consider how much information can be stored about the 
past if now (say) m L 1 bits of memory are available. This 
issue is still open. The simple strategy of interleaving the 
input sequence across the memory bits (equivalently, par- 
titioning the input sequence into m equal length subse- 
quences and apportioning one bit of memory to each 
subsequence), for instance, effectively reduces the prob- 
lem to a one bit memory problem with an equivalent 
“reduced sequence length” of n / m .  With the mutual 
information measure, for instance, if m bits are available 
for the memory, we have 
X I , .  * a ,  X f l - l  completes the count. 
m2 
supminZ(M,+,;X,) 2 - 
2n2 In2 
Another approach giving the same results is to update 
each bit of memory independently. Substantial improve- 
ments over these straightforward gains may, however, be 
possible if more complex update strategies are used. 
The tightening of the information bounds shown in the 
previous section is open. Specifically, it appears plausible 
that we need to consider only monotone symmetric up- 
date rules. As noted earlier, if this conjecture holds true, 
then I, = l / n  and J ,  - 1/2n2 In2 with equality holding 
in both cases for a choice of the harmonic update rule. 
Another extension of the problem is to consider input 
sequences drawn from nonsymmetric Bernoulli trials, and 
in general, i.i.d. inputs X,, k 2 1 drawn from a distribu- 
tion on the real line (with a suitable second moment 
constraint). The maximin problem with one or more bits 
of available memory is open for this case. 
The maximin problem analyzed here has implications 
to questions on the information storage capacity of neural 
networks. A formal McCuZloch - Pitfs neuron is character- 
ized by n real weights, w,;..,w,; it accepts n binary 
inputs, U,; .,U, E { - 1, l )  and produces a binary output 
U E { - 1,1} according to the threshold rule 
-1, if C w,u, < o ,  
I, if wJuJ 2 0 .  
J i 1  
J = 1  
In a network of formal neurons information can be re- 
garded as being stored in the weights. If the weights are 
allowed to range over only a finite set of values, a cogent 
question is how much information is stored per bit of 
weight ? 
As a specific instance, consider a classification problem 
on vertices of the n cube. Let ul; . 7  um E { - 1,l)” be m 
randomly chosen patterns (with components drawn from 
symmetric Bernoulli trials). Let M n ,  m )  denote the at- 
tribute (of the m-set of patterns) that there is a choice of 
weight vector, w ,  such that ( w ,  u q )  > 0, q = 1,. * e ,  m. (Al- 
ternatively, d ( n ,  m)  is the attribute that a formal neuron 
classifies each of the patterns properly.) We say that C, is 
a capacity function for the attribute d ( n , m )  if, for every 
A > O ,  as n+m: 
a) P { d ( n ,  m ) )  + 1, 
b) P { d ( n ,  m)} + 0, 
if m I (1 - AIC,,; 
if m 2 (1 + A)C,. 
The capacity function specifies, in a sense, the largest size 
of random problem that can be reliably done by a linear 
threshold element or formal neuron. Equivalently, it can 
be thought of as specifying the maximum amount of 
information that can be reliably stored in the weights. 
This interpretation is particularly persuasive when the 
neural weights are constrained to be binary. In this case, 
each weight, w, E { - 1, l), has to store information about 
the j th  component of each pattern, 
U;,. * , uj” E { - 1 , l )  , 
so that the information stored per bit of weight is directly 
related to the capacity. In this form the problem can be 
seen to be strongly related to the maximin problem we 
have analyzed here. A rigorous analysis shows that the 
capacity of a neuron with binary weights is, in fact, linear 
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in n.5 In a succeeding paper, we illustrate how the ideas 
developed in this paper can be used in the training of 
formal neurons with binary weights, and provide rigorous 
capacity calculations [41. 
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